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Abstract
Zlnoviev Tu.M. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking in M«3 Supergravity: IHOE* Prep-
rint 86-171. - Serpukhov, 1986. - p. 14, refs.: 6.

The possibility of the spontaneous symmetry breaking without a cosmologl-
cal t e n In И-3 supergravity Is Investigated. A new, dual version of M«3
•upergravlty - U(3)-supergravlty i s constructed. Such a theory i s shown to
admit a spontaneous supersyaaetry breaking without a cosaological term
and with three arbitrary scales, including partial super-Higgs effect H«3-«
-> N-2 and M-3-M-1.

Зиновьев Ю.М. Споаташюе каруимшм омметра* в N 4 сулергравмташм: Препринт
ИФВЭ 86-171. - Серпухов. 1986. - 14 с бвбпаогр.: 6.

В работе асследуется возможность спонтанного нарушения симметрии без космоло-
гического члена в N 4 супергравиташк. Построена новая, ауалыия версия N 4
супергравиташш - Ц(3)-супергравнташ1я. Показано, что такая теория «опускает спон-
танное нарушение судерсямметрии баз космологического члена с тремя произвольными
масштабами, включая частичный суперхиггс эффект N-в - N 4 н N * -• N-1.

(С) - Институт фкзикя высоких энергий, 1986.



INTRODUCTION

It is necessary for the construction of the realistic
models based on the extended supergravities to solve, first
of all, the problem of the spontaneous supersymmetry brea-
king without a cosmological term. A large (functional) ar-
bitrariness that is admitted in the N=1 supergravity mat-
ter interaction allowed to solve this problem relatively
easily, which led to the appearance of a wide spectrum of
concrete models (for example,/

1
/ and references therein).

In recent paper/2/ we managed to construct a model of
N=2 supergravity interaction with vector and linear multi-
plets, which admits the introduction of the spontaneous
supersymaetry breaking with two arbitrary scales, one of
them may be equal to zero (partial super-Higgs effect N=2-*
-*N=1). In this paper we investigate a question of the
spontaneous supersymmetry breaking without a cosaological
term in N=3 supergravity.

In Sect. 1 we consider 0(3)-supergravity vector multi-
plets interaction with the scalar field geometry SU(3,m)/
/SU(3)® SU(m)®U(l) and the gauge group GcO(3,m). However,
in this class of models all attempts to break supersymmetry
lead to the appearance of the cosmological term.

Partial № 3 -»N=2 supersymmetry breaking would result in
the presence of a massive N=2 supermultiplet containing a
particle with spin 3/2. In Sect. 2 we construct such a su-
permultiplet by using a gauge invariant description of mas-
sive particles with spins 3/2 and 1. Analysis of the pos-
sibilities of switching the interaction of such a multi-
plet and N=2 supergravity has led to a new version of N«3
supergravity, which is obtained from 0(3)-supergravity
with three vector multiplets through dual transformation.

In Sect. 3 we show how one can with the help of Abelian
non-compact gauge symmetry introduce into this theory the
spontaneous supersymmetry breaking with three arbitrary
scales including partial super-Higgs effect N=3-»N=2 and



N=3 -»N=3. In this, the scalar field potential is positi-

vely defined and the cosmological term is automatically

equal to zero.

1. VECTOR MULTIPLETS IN O(3)-SUPERGRAVITY

In this section we investigate N=3 supergravity inte-

raction with vector multiplets. As is known in extended

(and multidimensional) supergravities scalar fields, as a

rule, describe non-linear <r-modeIs of the type G/H,where

G is some non-compact group, and H is its maximal compact

subgroup. As scalar fields of N=3 vector multiplet are

transformed under triplet representation of SU(3) group

a er-model SU(3,m)/SU(3)® SU(m)® U(l) seems to be a natural

candidate for the scalar field geometry in this case. Note

here, that in geometric framework such model was considered

in' '. However, we use a very simple formalism/^/ allowing

one to describe non-linear <r-models of the type SU(n,m)/

/SU(n)® SU(m)® u(l), O(n,m)/O(n)®O(m) and Sp(2n, 2m)/

Sp(2n)® Sp(2m).

Let us consider the following fields: graviton e^
r
,gra-

vitino ЧР . , i=l,2,3, majorana spinor P and m+3 vector

supermultiplets with vector fields Ац, majorana spinors iL

and A
a
 and complex scalar fields z|. Here a=l,2,... ,m+3

with signature (- - -, +...+). As it can easily be noted,

the set of spinor and scalar fields is superfluous (that

is necessary for the symmetric description of three vector

fields of N=3 supergravity and m vector fields of matter

multiplets). Therefore, we impose invariant constraints on

the scalar fields

*Щ = -28| (1)

(in the system, where gravitational interaction constant

k=l). Calculating the variation of this constraint under

supertransformations (formula (7) below) one obtains a

constraint on the spinor fields

z
i
Q

j
=o

>
 z

A
A =0.

Here and further on, we shall omit, wherever possible,the

repeated indices over which summation is carried out. Besi-

des, we use y-matrices representation in which majorana

spinors are real. Therefore in all expressions with majo-

rana spinors Уд-matrix will play a role of imaginary unit,

for example,
 z
fttj

a
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The switching of the interaction with supergravity in
such a system leads to the fact that lagrangian and super-
transformation laws turn out to be invariant under local
SU(3)®U(1) transformations, in this, a combination ( z ^ z
plays the role of a gauge field. Let us give here neces-
sary covariant derivatives

Note, that axial U(1)
A
 charges of all fields are unambi-

gously determined by the requirement for consistency with
the supertransformations.

We shall need one more important definition. Let us
consider symmetric matrix вц^*

2
?» ЗУ virtue of constraint

(1) this matrix is nondegenerate
 J
(at least in weak field

approximation) therefore one can define an inverse matrix
lij such that

j k
J (4)

It is not necessary to calculate matrix (g"
3
) explicitly

since it appears to be sufficient to use relations of the
type

1
^

 1 i k 1
) ^ . (5)

In these notations the lagrangian of the interaction

has the form (up to four-fermionic terms)

o
1
 + i



2 у 2
+

+ •«. (6)

This lagrangian is invariant under the following local
supertransformations (up to the terms bilinear in fer-
mions)

J
 (7)
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The lagrangian (6) describes an interaction of N=3
supergravity with massless Abelian vector multiplets. Be-
sides supertransformations (7) it is invariant under glo-
bal transformations of group 0(3, m) (maximal subgroup
of SU(3,m) not containing dual transformations of vector
fields).This allows one to introduce non-abelian gauge
interaction with group Gc0(3,m). For this purpose let us
replace the derivatives in formulas (6), (7) by G-covari-
ant ones, for example, ^ z a -• ̂ zJ+fabcA°zC, where fabc

is structure constants of group G. In order to compensate
the violation of the invariance under the supertransforma-
tion which arises after that, it is necessary to add to
the Lagrangian additional terms of the type

(fzZZ)(fziZ2) (8)

8
and to the fermion supertransformations, respectively



+
 2

where, for example, (fz.z.zk)=f
abc
z

a
z°zk .

1
 j i J **

From (8) it is seen that the Yukawa type interaction

and the scalar field potential and,therefore, such proper-

ties of models as particle mass spectrum, presence or ab-

sence of the spontaneous symmetry breaking, of a cosmolo-

gical term, etc. are uniquely determined by the choice of

the gauge group G. We have investigated a number of conc-

rete models with gauge groups of the type 0(3)® H,0(3,1)®H,

0(2,1)®0(1,2)® H, where H is a compact group. Note, that

in the case of the gauge group 0(3,1) two variants are pos-

sible depending on what generators (compact or non-compact),

vector fields of supergravity multiplets correspond to

(that also determines the sign of the cosmological term).

In all the cases considered the spontaneous supereymmetry

breaking was accompanied by the appearance of a cosmolo-

gical term, in agreement with the results of' Л

Therefore, the question on the possibility of the spon-

taneous supersymmetry breaking without a cosmological term

in N=3 supergravity requires a more constructive (than just

looking over the models) approach. Right this approach,

based on the investigations of the interaction of massive

supermultiplets containing a particle with spin 3/2 will,

be considered in the next section.

2. U(3)-SUPERGRAVITY

Partial N=3-*N=2 supersymmetry breaking without a cos-

mological term would lead to the appearance of a massive

N=2 supermult iplet (3/2, 4®1, 6 ® 1/2, 4®0). Therefore

the question on the possibility of partial super-Higgs ef-

fect reduces to a possibility to introduce the interaction

of such a multiplet with N=2 supergravity. A simple coun-

ting of the degrees of freedom shows that in the massless

limit this supermultiplet should reduce to the one contai-

ning a particle with spin 3/2 (Ур , лД, р), two vector

(Bp, ftju, z
1
) and one scalar (X , Л , ф £

А
) multiplets.(Here

and further on all spinors are majorana). Using a gauge

6



invariant description of massive particles with spins 3/2
and 1 admitting a nonsingular massless limit'

6
', one ob-

taines the following lagrangian for the free massive super
mult iplet

±n
i j

V i

This lagrangian is invariant under the following global
№ 2 supertransformations



as well as voider the local gauge transformations

8¥p -Sa^ + imj^f, 8 О
Г
П 1 ^ ^ , 5\=-raVTf (12)

Due to a large number of fields even first itterations

of switching the interaction of such a multiplet with N=2

supergravity turn out to be rather cumbersome. Therefore

we give here the results of such analysis only. The pos-

sibility of partial super-Higgs effect without a cosmolo-

gical term appears to be connected with the existence of

a new version of N=3 supergravity obtained from 0(3)-«uper-

gravity with three vector multiplets by a dual transforma-

tion. The set of fields in such a version is the follow-

ing: graviton e^
r
, gravitini V ^ , i=l,2,3, triplet of

l t fild УСА^В^ i fild Xcomplex vector fields Ущ-СА^В^^, spinor fields Xjj,

Л , р and complex scalar fields z|. In this, the lagran-

gian (and mot only the equations of motion) is invariant

under the whole group U(3), but not only under the sub-

group 0(3) as in the standard version. Therefore, it is

natural to call this theory U(3)-supergravity.

Besides the vector fields being complex, one of the

essential characteristics of this theory is the scalar

fields geometry. Let us divide complex scalar fields z^

into Hermit ian and antihermitian parts zJ=^^+i»rJ. The

fields 0<J turn out to realise the non-linear «'-model

of the type GL(3,C)/U(3), and fields ir̂  enter only through

the divergences д^п* , which corresponds to the invariance

of the lagrangian under global translations * | -»ir
J
 + A{-

The properties mentioned above completely determine the

structure of U(3)-supergravity. The lagrangian of the in-

teraction has the form (up to four-fermionic terms)

8



r -И

where we have divided indices into "world" a,b,c and "lo-

cal" i,j,k ones, as well as introduced the following nota-

tions

-l -ij (14).

-СЕ <?
M
E-a^E E )[,

The lagrangian (13) is invariant under the following local

supertransformations

9
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whererA, A=l,2...9 are hermitian 3x3 matrices normalized
so that Spr

A
rBs25AB in which imaginary units are replaced

by for уe-matrices. Besides, for example, n
A
=l/2Sp(r

A
ir)

and so on. As we shall see in the next section such theory
indeed admits the spontaneous supersymmetry breaking with-
out cosmological term.

3. SPONTANEOUS SY1METRY BREAKING

As was already noted fields n£ enter only through the
derivatives fyffj* and so the lagrangian (13) is invariant
under global translations n*-*n* + A% By analogy with N=2
case'2' one may try, using these fields as goldstone ones,
to introduce masses of vector fields by going over to
the local transformation with the changes of the type
•*д'цп -mAp. However in this case there arise difficulties
connected with the presence of the "axion" term

10



1 Ь
Ppj, in the lagrangian (13). Under global transla-

tions ir * т + Л this term changes by the whole diver-

gency (which corresponds to the invariance of the action)

at the same time when going over to the local transforma-

tions, a requirement of the gauge invariance leads to the

limitations on the choice of goldstone fields and on vec-

tor field masses. The analysis we have carried out,shows

that it is possible to make the change

Л _ Ь -j b /X7 \b

where
11 'a

- г.2

0 I (16)

meanwhile the following relations should be fulfilled

Пч +fflo, m l s " m 2 " m 3 ' (17)

All the terms in the lagrangian (13) and supertransformati-

a r e
 covariantized by changingons (15) containing d ir

д 7г > д п
ъ
 ~(V

uifd
a
be completed with -

д п
ъ
 ~(V except for the

j
"axion" term which sho-

(У„)^+Ь.с. Thus the requi-

rement of the gauge invariance has led to the appearance

of a self-interaction for the abelian vector fields!Note

here, that relations (17) allow one to write matrix £
in a "covariant" form

b Y c b

where we have introduced matrices

(2.

0

0

С

0

0

0

0

0

(2
3
)«

0 -

(18)

l
l °
0 0

0 0

(19)

The parameters are determined through the relations

и,-нп
0
+1По, ^=-т-+т„+т«,, (20)

11



Let us give here the formulas that will be useful further

As usual, the transition from global transformations

to local ones and the replacement of the derivatives by

the covariant ones violate the invariance of the lagran-

gian under supertransformations. In order to restore this

invariance one must add to the lagrangian the following

terms

l

.fc i д-i и
I V — • i V V

V * 4lit
a
 V * 4

where the matrices X with "local" indices are determined

as follows

In this, the whole lagrangian (13)+(22) is invariant un-

der supertransformations with additional terms

(24)
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From (22) one can see that, first the scalar field po-

tential in this model has the form V(^)= -1/8 Х
±
 2

1
.Using

(19) and (23) one can show that this potential is positi-

vely defined and its value at the minimum equals zero,which

corresponds to the absence of a cosmological term. The mini-

mum of the potential corresponds to the vanishing values

of fields <<^>=ю, in this, (E"
1
)*» Sj. Secondly, the gra-

vitini mass matrix has the form

**1
0

0

0

0

0

0

-V-.

»ab

•

J
Thus, in this model it is indeed possible to have the spon-

taneous supersymmetry breaking with three arbitrary scales

including partial super-Higgs effect N=3-»N=2 and N=3-»N=1.

Once again it should be noted, that а сояпоlogical term is

absent at any values of these three parameters.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, let us recall the main results of our

paper. In the usual N=3 supergravity the interaction with

vector multiplets leads to the models with the scalar geo-

metry SU(3,ra)/SU(3)®SU(m)®U(l). However, the investigati-

on of a number of such aiidels has shown that all attempts

to introduce the spontaneous supersymmetry breaking neces-

sarily give a non-vanishing cosmological term. The consi-

deration of massive N=2 supermultiplet (whose appearance

would mean partial super-Higgs N=3-N=2) has led to a new,

dual version - U(3)-supergravity. We have shown that in

this theory it is possible to have the spontaneous super-

symmetry breaking with three arbitrary scales including

partial super-Higgs effect N=3-*N=2 and N=3— N«1. In this,

the scalar field potential is positively defined and the

cosmological term is automatically equal to zero.

The question of the possibility of switching an interac-

tion with vector multiplets in such a theory needs further

investigations.
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